ASSOCIATION OF ENERGY ENGINEERS

AEE AWARDS PROGRAM

AEE ENERGY MANAGERS HALL OF FAME
The roster of those who have received the high honor of being inducted into the AEE Energy Managers Hall of Fame is a distinguished list. A select few are recognized for their lifetime achievements in promoting the practices and principles of energy management.

The Energy Management Professionals Council (EMPC) solicits nominations from AEE Chapter Presidents, the AEE Executive Committee, and members of the Hall of Fame. After careful consideration of the candidates who are nominated, the EMPC compiles a ballot that is presented to the members of the Hall of Fame for their vote.

Those who are elected are received into the ranks of their fellow prominent energy leaders each year at AEE World.

INTERNATIONAL, REGIONAL, AND LOCAL AWARDS
The AEE Awards Program has become a prestigious recognition for the energy professional. We encourage our members and our chapters to take an active role in nominating qualified professionals so they may enjoy the recognition they deserve. Calls for Award Nominations, sent around the middle of November each year, seek nominations for International and Regional Awards.

INTERNATIONAL AWARDS
International Awards are selected by the AEE Awards Committee and are presented at the AEE Awards Banquet in conjunction with AEE World each year. Categories include individual awards such as Energy Engineer, Energy Professional Development, Energy Manager, Energy Innovator, and Young Energy Professional; project awards such as Energy Project International (outside the US), Energy Project National (in the US), and Innovative Energy Project; plus Corporate Energy Management and Institutional Energy Management.

REGIONAL AWARDS
Regional Awards are presented the day prior to the opening of AEE World. Categories are generally the same as shown above for International Awards.

BEST AEE JOURNAL ARTICLE AWARD
The editors of the AEE Journals select the best article that appeared in the AEE Journals the previous year.

LOCAL AWARDS
Chapter Award programs are conducted by some AEE chapters to recognize valuable work being done at the local level.
**LEGENDS IN ENERGY**
The AEE Legends in Energy distinction is granted to qualified energy professionals at each year's AEE World. Qualifications include reaching such milestones as achieving AEE certification, serving as an officer in AEE or a local chapter, or receiving an AEE International Award.

**CHAPTER RECOGNITION AWARDS**
One of the high points of the AEE year is the opportunity to acknowledge the outstanding work done by our Chapters the previous year and to recognize specifically achievements in the areas of Newsletters, Websites, Community Service, Meetings, Conferences & Expos, Membership, and Student Chapter Support, as well as Overall Chapter Performance. An award may be given in each of these categories to a Chapter in the United States and to a Chapter outside the U.S., with a cash award presented to the winners in the Best Overall Chapter Performance category in each division.

The Call for Nominations goes out in the spring of each year, with nominations due mid-summer. The Chapter Recognition Awards are presented at the Chapter Leadership Meeting held the day prior to the opening of AEE World. Representatives of winning Chapters are invited to speak and share with other Chapters the key elements of the award they are receiving.

**STUDENT CHAPTER AWARDS**
Our Student Chapters are recognized at a Student Luncheon at AEE World in several categories: Best Community Service, Best Student Chapter Meeting, and Best Overall Chapter Performance for Student Chapters, and Most Valuable Student Chapter Member for individual Student Chapter Members. In the future, additional categories may be considered.